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L Introduction

In 1982, B.S. Thomson suggested the following question [4,pl64] : If 

A is a monotonically increasing function on C0,oo), and fc(0)=0, 산ken 

난金 function h : lh( 丨 •지 )이 ■지 : the length of the interval I) represe

nts a measure on R and Hb(B : Derivation bases, see definition 2.4) 

again represents a measure on R that should be related to classical 

/dimensional Hausdorff measure. What is the exact relation here ? 

About this question, S. Meinershagen in [긴 defined three variational 

measures and he examined the relationship between these measures 

and Hausdorff measure. In this paper, we investigate some properties 

of these measures. Furhermore, we define the rarefaction indices 

of these measures and compare rarefaction index with Hausdorff dimen

sion of some thin sets

2・ Definitions and preliminaries

Let H°= {h [ /z ： monotone, increasing, continuous from

the right, and Zz(O)=아 and let B(R) be the family of bounded subsets 

of R.

Definition 2,1.(⑵)Let hEHa and any set £Cta,bl For any 

positive function 8 ： let * x is a midpoint of lC(x~8

(对,x+8(x))}.
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V(^*,pgEE])=sup{SnDE]&( I Z I ) • n={(Zx)} is a partition of [a,b] in 

Ps and(孩) C 쉬王:] if 为 GE}. 印以비El)=町f 卩後争応密]). When V 

侬추，2게企]) is being considered as a measure rather than a variation, 

it will be written by /*E).

Definition 2.2. ([2]). Let ht E and 8 be given as above and 

let p5={(Xx): x is an end point of IC(x—8(X), x+d(x))}.以七&LE])=sup 

(SntEi h{ I Z I ) ： h={Q%)} is a partition of [効]in 缶 and 仏％) G HE] 

if and 岌/K)=ipf 以초,。^CE]).

Definition 2.3. ([낀). Let hf E and 8 be given as above and 

let g例 : 丁UB-附k十하沏月. 以*，就 朝勿( ! /. i ) ■ n

={亿為)} is a partition of [効]in pf and (iq G n[£] if x, GE} 

and h^(E)=inf 以誓当目).

Definition 2.4. Let B={(7#)：/ and x are associated by a rule 

which detennines how to choose the interval I in terms of the point 

사. A collection of such B's is called a derivation basis. For example, 

B={p® : S is any positive function} is a derivation basis which is 

called symmetric.

표 is noted that h/E)<hD^(E)t 由矽德#也), and 疆E)寸庶)迁 

h is a)ncave down. If 5+A(0)=oo, then ^(E)—(x). So we dose not 

concern about In this paper, h—m(E)==liminf {20 

시 " ) : UL 二)瓦 U 丨 V8 and Z is an interval} denotes the Hausdorff 

measure. The rarefaction index corresponding to h-m is called Hausdorff 

dimension and is defined by d，tnE=in£{a>0 : 아=sup{”>0 : 兴

m(E)~co}, where if h(x)=X\ then we write &仞=尻
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3. Results.

Let h* be one of hs and hD.

Theorem 3.1. Let £ be a bounded, h-m measurable subset of 

R and G<h-m(E)<^ Then h-m(E)<h^(E).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that h-m(F)^h^F) for a dosed 

bounded subset F of E. Since h~m is regular, given £>0, there exists 

a closed set F C E such that h・m(F)>hTn(E)■知 So h-m(E)—e<A—m(F) 

<}i^F)<h^E)-^ *

Assume that Jzs(F)<oo and F C 也0丄 Let 5 be a positive function 

such that 伝就紗 U ［0力丁'、F if x F(take S仅)=저哥이。and 

"产応函)〈为岡+&

Since h-m(F) is finite, there exists &>0 such that h-m(F)-z

Put 8i(%)= }. Let n C where 门成］={仏佑)}二 and 尤

W F. Then F C Therefore 农彻(7》切5初标(矽6 辛』이 Z I X 矿 
侬”財於欧離网)〈成乃+& Hence h・m(F)佥玖

We can use the sim고ar methods for /尸

Lemma 3.2. Let htg E Ho and let E E B(R). If 으피虽財•=() and 

g*(E)<8, then h*(E)=0.

Proof. Let g很耳)=M〈oo. There exists a positive function Si such 

that 卩官七队L Since 网^音=0, for any e>0, there exists

W N with 哗2> 右으 for all 0<x<^h Put &(伺 = min{&(幼;］나. For 

g(x) M+i no na

any positive function 8<82, let 只={仏사二 be a partition of £ in 

仏. Then 电 Mill)勺畐席=威 t L 丨 )：야不时侄七时互)
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<法 + j%耶&口曰)Hence 卩仃我and h^(E)=0,

Sim과a〕proof holds for 五;

If h(x)=^f 仕len we denote 妒侄)=廿(玖

Theorem 3.3. There is a rarefaction index △ such 나lat for E G B(R),

(i) If 0</><A, then 抻(E)=g and

(ii) If />>△, then 册(£)=0.

Proof. Put A = inf{/>>0 : h?(E)=0}.

(i) Suppose that 扩(E)<8 for some 0</><A. There exists pf such 

that pvpy스a By lennna 32 l/(E^=Q. This is amtodict to the 

definition of △.

(ii) It is similar to (i).

So we can define the rarefaction index △ of A* like this ； △=inf{》>0 

: 血华矽=아 = sup{/>>0 ：/ry&)=co}. We have A=0 if 阳四=0 for all 

p>0r if 村(E)=b for all />>0, When h* is h3 we write 

△=△$ and when h* is hD, we write A=Ad

Remark.
(i) A(Ei)<A(E2) if Er C E2.

(ii) =max{A(Ei), △(瓦)}.

(iii) dim(E)</\ by theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.4. ([2], Corollary 42). If 加：片•密 >0 (Z is

a symmetric interval about x) for every point x of E and h-m(E)<co, 

then h*(E)<<x).

There are sets with the same rarefaction index as Hausdorff dimen

sion
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Example 3.5(Cantor—like Set). Let C=(x GJ? I «n=

0,3}. Then △$=；. 

厶

Proof. Let h(x)=x2 and let I be any symmetric interval about 

x EC. Let J be the largest contiguous interval of C in I. Then 

IU 12[ and IC 4&尸，where Jr is second large contiguous interval 

in J. So 力이 川 )<fc—m(CnZ) (If \Jf I = 으j then A—w(CrJ)<^-). 

Therefore

」으二흐、> _1_ n 
M\I\) 一 h(4建 1/ IJ 一 砲&迎1『！)一 統缁)

By lemma 3.4, Hence Since h—m(C)=l<h^C)r }

By analogous methods, we can obtain the rarefaction index of Cantor 

Ternary Set as 我 .

The following example shows that there is a set with different 

rarefaction index from Hausdorff dimension.

Example 3.6. Let 五(0)=狀0*) 그 0 and Z)*龙(0)=g Then there is 

a compact set E such that li^E)~co and hm(E)=D. In particular, 

嚟E)=b for all 0<a<l and Km(E)=0 for all 0<a<l. Hence A5=l 

and dim(E)=0.

Construction. Let />o=Ao=l. £j=EO,l]. We proceed by induction. 

Suppose that n is a natural number and that disjoint closed intervals

…少心)of length K-i are given. Since D*龙(0)=8, there is 
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q，UN such that 务狀쓰一)〉Since 五(0*)=0, there is an

(0察兰)such that 2qnnPn-i For each ir let 12 be the closed

interval of length 爪 with the same center at , Then Put 

Pn=2qnpn-u 兀=爪. Then 兀for each n. Let E= n»(U^. Then 

20( I L" I )—for each n. Therefore h-m(E)—Q. Furthermore, 

h^(E)~co. [see[2], Example 42]

Suppose and P is a partition of L0,13. 0=3机v払〈…

<x«=l. (s(p) = max (Xi-X-i). The limiting strong ^-variation is defined 

by的=」勰点up % h( I珀讣子(对I ).

Theorem 3.7. Suppose /- I—R continuous and let 屿瓦 be conti

nuous with smoothness condition (there exists positive, finite cQ such 
that h(^x)<cji(x) for 0<x<-|). Then h^f(I))<CoVh(f) 

厶

Proof. Given q>0, there exists s such that 扇났)建=/시 /%)—f 

(xw) I )〈卩禮)+q and 世사i(s) for some s>0. Choose 8o such that Jz(&)=己 
Let 8 be any positive function 쯩 and let 亓=0個))}嵩 be a 

partition of f(I) in Pg. Together with 0 and 1, the points xlf l<i 

<m, form a partition P of [0,11 Put ni={lGn I xt-xt.i>e} and n2=jr 

\ni. Since 耳%+广为)>】종 =1, the number of m does not exceed —. 

So S^enj h( I It I )<—, s2==e. Add further division points to the dissection 

P2(where R= {尤 I 사) to give a new partition R, with o(P3)<£, 

containing no extra division point in(为S if 尤 ER. Since I L I 

弍一2 I f(x^(xt.i) I ,

S狀II」)< £狀2 L店)顶3)I )<CoS h( i形)项知)I )
A€n2 xt^P2 为寸2

方시旅)•招打) I
허 寸3
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Therefore 2疆初侦(丨L I ):&+勺(卩祯)+门).

This theorem is not sharp.

Example 3.8. Let h(x)~x and define f: by f(0)=0t

sin — for 0<x< 1. Then K(/)=oo and h^f(I))<2.
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